A detailed computational study was performed for the case of a wall-7 bounded pin-fin-array in a staggered arrangement, representative of industrial con-8 figurations designed to enhance heat transfer. In order to evaluate the level of 9 turbulence modelling necessary to accurately reproduce the flow physics at three 10 (3) different Reynolds numbers (3, 000, 10, 000 and 30, 000), four models were se-11 lected: two eddy-viscosity URANS models (k-ω-SST and φ-model), an Elliptic
section 3. This will be followed by discussions of some of the main results in sec-row of pins, whereas the outlet was L D = 15D downstream of the center of the 100 last row of pins (this gives X inlet = −10D and X outlet = 32.5D), respectively.
101
Note that these two distances were both equal to 7.75D in the experimental setup were carried out without inlet turbulence showed that the computations degenerate 118 to a solution where the Reynolds stresses vanish. However, preliminary tests also 119 showed that the level of inlet turbulence intensity only affects the flow around the 120 first two rows and that a value of 5% leads to results in better agreement with 121 the measurements. The inlet condition for the dissipation rate (ε) in URANS was 122 given by the standard relation used for internal flows
where k is the turbulent kinetic energy, H = 2D (the height of the channel), 124 κ = 0.42 and C µ = 0.09. Isotropy of turbulence is assumed at the inlet for the 125 Reynolds-stress model. 126 For the computations, a Cartesian co-ordinate system was used with X, Y 127 and Z-axes in the stream-wise, span-wise (lateral) and wall-normal directions, array (see Nordquist (2006) ). Therefore, at a given X location, one gets: Chow interpolation (Rhie and Chow (1982) ) and a SIMPLEC algorithm, (Ferziger (2011).
192
In the current study three low Reynolds number URANS models were chosen 193 based on their availability and relative popularity in the heat transfer community: The EB-RSM model proposed by Manceau and Hanjalić (2002) and later mod- Gradient Diffusion Hypothesis (GGDH) approach is used with a constant of 0.23.
213
In the present simulations the use of more advanced models such as the AFM Figure 3 shows the zoomed in views of the mesh used for LES at Re D = 3, 000.
221
The mesh resolutions for the different computations are given in Table 3 .3.2 (see 222 table caption for details).
223
Note that for URANS, only the parameters used for the finest grid are men-224 tioned. The two coarser levels were obtained by coarsening the grid spacing by a 225 factor of 2 in all the directions. Particular attention was paid to the grid refine-226 ment near the solid walls. Two meshes containing 18 million and 76 million cells 227 were utilized in LES to simulate the two Reynolds numbers Re D = 3, 000 and Re D = 10, 000, respectively, ensuring that the non-dimensional wall distance of Table 3 .3.2 Mesh information. (*) Only the information of the finest meshes is given. Total number of cells in the domain (nb), number of cells around the pins in circumferential direction (nb θ ), number of cells in the wall normal (Z) direction (nbz), normalized wall-adjacent cell size in the wall normal direction around the pins (n θ /D), normalized wall-adjacent cell size in the wall normal direction-at the bottom wall (nz/D), -at the top wall (n zh /D). it was also carefully checked that the near-wall cells satisfy the usual refinement 3.4 Grid convergence study for URANS
241
A separate grid convergence study was performed for all the three URANS models 242 at the two higher Reynolds numbers. Here only the study performed for Re D = 243 10, 000 with the EB-RSM model is presented for the grid convergence study as 244 conclusions for all other models were similar. Three levels of refinement were used 245 for all the models as described before. with the finest mesh (called here "very fine mesh"). In order to gain confidence in 256 the finest mesh results, a further sensitivity study on the numerical discretization 257 schemes with and without slope test was also performed. Based on the results it 258 was concluded that the use of a centered scheme for the turbulent quantities did 259 not affect the results. Other tests were also carried out such as introducing outer 260 iterations for pressure/velocity coupling but none of them exhibited a noticeable 261 effect on the results and are hence not reported here (please see the Sensitivity Where T imestep + is the non-dimensional time step, T ot P ass the number of total flow through passes and Ave P ass is the number of passes over which the flow statistics were averaged. shown later and thus one cannot rely on this model. The best way to gain insight into the very different behavior of the models is to 404 investigate the relative contributions of the resolved and modelled parts of the 405 velocity field to the total r.m.s velocities, as shown in figure 9 . Here, the contri-406 bution of the subgrid scales is neglected for LES (as it is not explicitly evaluated 407 in the present Smagorinsky model formulation). Since no synthetic turbulence is 408 prescribed at the inlet, there is no resolved content before the first pin, and the 409 resolved contribution rapidly develops after the first row. However, as observed the modelled motion, up to at least row 4 and even up to row 7 for the k-ω-SST 419 model. This result indicates that these models face difficulties to reproduce un-420 steadiness in the wake. As mentioned above, predicting the correct level of mixing production bears some similarity to the problem of the stagnation point anomaly, 457 since it is also to be traced to the use of the linear Boussinesq relation, but is 458 active in other situations, far from the wall, when turbulence is out of equilibrium 459 (see Hadžić et al. (2001) , Hamlington and Dahm (2009) and Revell et al. (2011) ).
460
For instance, in a 2D-flow, it can be easily shown (Carpy and Manceau 2006) that 461 the exact production of turbulent energy involves a factor of cos(2Θ), where Θ is 462 the angle between the eigenvectors of the anisotropy tensor and those of the strain 463 tensor (stress-strain lag), such that eddy-viscosity models, which assume Θ = 0, 464 overestimate production. This can be generalized to 3D-flows by considering the 465 so-called stress-strain lag parameter C as = −a ij S ij / 2S ij S ij (Revell et al. 2011) .
466
In the case of 2D tube bundles, a case very similar to the present pin-fin-array, it 467 was shown, using experimental data of Simonin and Barcouda 3 , that the stress- not correctly reproduced, especially the size of the recirculation regions behind 519 the pins, as seen and discussed before. It is also observed that for these models 520 separation was delayed, which led to a weak prediction downstream of the pins.
521
This can also be seen in the contour plots of the mean stream-wise velocity in 522 Fig. 6 . On the other hand, the φ-model comparisons are somewhat better for the 523 deeper rows. It can, however, be noticed that at the highest Reynolds number 524 the pressure recovery in general is not predicted very accurately by all the tested 525 models; in addition to the local separation and reattachment, the strong vortex 526 shedding from the sides of the pins make this condition the most difficult to predict 527 with even the most advanced of the RANS closures. the experiments for all the tested Re D numbers. Once again, the two eddy-viscosity 593 models did not provide accurate results mainly due to their inability to reproduce 594 the unsteadiness of the flow.
595
The detailed comparison of the results with the experiments and amongst the 596 models is particularly interesting and the complete set of results can be accessed via 597 the ERCOFTAC-KB-Wiki. It is observed that the models fall into two categories: in which it was shown that the pure RANS models, i.e., RANS models used in a 608 steady-state computation, are not able to correctly reproduce such wakes, while 609 the same models used in URANS mode, i.e., in a time-dependent computation, 610 provide excellent results.
611
Consequently, reproducing the characteristics of pin-fin-array flows, in which 612 each row of pins is affected by the wake of the preceding row, requires a time-613 dependent computation in which the unsteadiness develops rapidly, starting from 614 the first row. This behavior is not only observed for LES, but also for the Reynolds-615 stress model, for which the mixing is dominated by the resolved contribution. In 616 contrast, EVM models face strong difficulties to develop unsteadiness at the first 617 few rows, which severely affects the global predictions. Following previous studies 618 (Hadžić et al. 2001; Carpy and Manceau 2006; Hamlington and Dahm 2009) , this 619 issue can be related to the misalignment of the Reynolds-stress and mean strain 620 tensors in non-equilibrium flows (stress-strain lag), such as cylinder wakes, which is ignored by the eddy-viscosity models; the resulting overestimation of modelled 622 turbulence energy in the wake prevents the development of resolved unsteadiness.
623
In conclusion, for such a complex configuration, consisting of a staggered ar-624 rangement of wall-mounted obstacles, with heat transfer, LES can provide accurate 625 and reliable solutions. URANS can provide an alternative solution, particularly at-626 tractive for high Reynolds numbers, for which LES can become prohibitively costly, 627 but the choice of the RANS closure is crucial. Due to the importance of avoiding
